Safe-Guard Print Sleeves

• Used to prevent damage to anilox rolls, cylinders, plate-mounted sleeves, etc.
• Easily applied and removed
• Can be applied to rolls without removing from press
• Edge-to-edge overlap to ensure complete protection
• Excellent memory, will not “stretch” after multiple uses

Cost effective protection with quantity discounts
• Easily cleaned and solvent resistant
• Bright yellow color for enhanced pressroom awareness
• Any length available
• Diameters available from 2.5” to 20.0”

Protect Your Investment! Pamarco Safe-Guard Print Sleeves are custom fit protection for your rolls. Primarily used to protect the edge and face of your rolls from impact damage that occurs during handling and storage, our sleeves will reduce downtime by keeping your rolls clean, safe from nicks and scratches, and ready for immediate changeovers when needed. The sleeves are also ideal for in press use and are easy to slide on and off of your anilox rolls.

Our print sleeves offer cost efficient protection for your anilox rolls. Start protecting your investment today!

For a quote or more information, please contact our solutions department, cheryl.leahy@pamarcoglobal.com or call, 856-829-4585, ext. 256.